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Have you ever wondered why you click with some people and just don’t 
get where others are coming from? 

Relationships are easy when we feel someone talks our language and 
understands where we're coming from.  But what happens when you 

meet someone who sees the world in a different way? 
 

Relationship Awareness coaching with I am ME will help you 
understand why you and others around you behave the way they do.  

Through a journey of self-discovery you'll gain a rich, colourful portrait 
of your motivational values and how this influences your behaviours.

 
You’ll understand why some people react differently in the same 

situation, some flourishing while others appear to flounder. 
 Relationships that you’ve found challenging will become easier, as you 

discover how to speak their language and how to push their 
motivational buttons.  Think of it as an instruction manual for your 

relationships with other people. A simple, memorable way to help you 
work to your collective strengths and reduce conflict.

 
What difference would it make to you, to know what really makes you 
tick and how to get the best from yourself and the people around you?



I am ME Relationship Awareness coaching delivers a deep
understanding of an individuals motivations, strengths and conflict 
triggers and how this influences their behaviours and the 
relationships they form with others.
 
We are all driven by self-worth – a motivation to be valued by 
ourselves and by others for the things that are important to us. 
Motives affect everything; how you prioritise, what inspires you, 
how you communicate, how others see you. Knowing how 
motivation impacts your work can lead to greater awareness of 
yourself and others, more perceptive feedback and clarified 
expectations about work roles and relationships. 
 
Relationship Awareness coaching uses the TotalSDI, a suite of 
insight tools that reveal our motives and how they influence our 
behaviour, both when things are going well and not so well. In 
contrast to most other assessment methodologies, TotalSDI goes 
deeper to explore the root causes of how we behave when we are 
feeling good and not so good. It also provides a simple, 
memorable set of instructions as to how we communicate with 
other people that builds strong lasting relationships. 
 
With TotalSDI, people develop an increasing awareness around 
what they do in conflict, how they can recognise the things that 
cause conflict for them and how they can effectively manage 
conflict.  Simple, memorable and authentic it will transform your 
ability to build relationships built on empathy, trust and common 
understanding.

Relationships start with you

Typically, an I am ME TotalSDI-based relationship coaching 
program is in three parts and depending on the number of 
participants can be completed in about half a day.
 
Part One: Online Self-Assessments (1-2 hours)
Each participant completes a short online survey from the 
TotalSDI suite of assessments.  The assessments provide detailed 
insights into an individuals motivational values, strengths (and 
how these can be overdone) as well as causes of conflict and 
conflict style. 
 
Part Two: Debriefing Workshop (4 hours minimum)
All individuals completing a TotalSDI assessment take part in a  
feedback session with Kate Southerby. The process is highly 
interactive, fun and engaging with the aim of getting people to 
understand and appreciate themselves and the methods they can 
use to build stronger relationships and more easily navigate, 
resolve or avoid conflict entirely with people they previously found 
challenging. 
 
Part Three: Follow up session (40 minutes per participant)
All individuals are able to have a feedback and coaching session 
with Kate to take place about one month after the original 
workshop. It allows participants to ask questions and ensure 
learnings from the workshop are embedded. 

The process

It’s not about 
changing who 
you are. It’s 
about being 
yourself but 
with more 

skill.
About Kate Southerby

I am ME founder Kate Southerby is a highly 
collaborative and dynamic Coach and certified 
TotalSDI® facilitator, specialising in the delivery 
of TotalSDI® programmes to drive behavioural 
change and culture creation.
 
With a proven track record over two decades 
of delivering transformational change 
programmes, Kate is unique in her ability to 
energise and inspire and brings the TotalSDI® 
theory and results to life in lively, on-your-feet 
workshops and 1:1 sessions.
 
Kate Southerby has delivered over 100 
TotalSDI® courses to over 1000 individuals 
from graduates through to company directors, 
leaders and entrepreneurs.
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“Kate is a natural coach and trainer, 
she’s curious about people and 

listens to understand. Kate’s 
approach and techniques and the 
tools she uses deliver results and 

people’s lives are enriched because 
of their interaction with her”

 
— JULIE LINDLEY - GLOBAL 

LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT 
MANAGER


